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CORRESPONDENCE

Erroneous Blood Pressure Measurements with a Noninvasive Blood Pressure Monitor

To the Editor—Automated noninvasive blood pressure monitors (NIBPs) are used extensively to accurately and automatically monitor the blood pressure of surgical patients.

A healthy adult man was scheduled for an elective orthopedic procedure. Upon arrival in the operating room, standard monitors (ECG, blood pressure (BP), precordial stethoscope, and pulse oximetry) were applied. During preparation for the case, the BP cuff was placed between the metal frame and the mattress of the bed, just below the pillow. The tubing from the NIBP machine to the cuff appeared to be leading to the patient, although in reality it was not attached to the patient. Prior to induction, the NIBP was cycled and gave a reasonable BP, almost identical to his preoperative value, and the heart rate correlated with the ECG. Induction commenced with thiopental, fentanyl, and vecuronium. The NIBP continued to indicate plausible BPs, although BP was increased as one might expect following intubation of the trachea. Because BP was increased, the vaporizer with isoflurane was dialed to higher concentrations. Measurements were being obtained every 2.5 min. When the BP continued to increase despite administration of more anesthesia, and other clinical signs (except BP and a narrowing pulse pressure) indicated that the patient was anesthetized adequately, one of the team members put the NIBP on hold and checked the cuff, only to find it between the mattress under the head of the patient. At this time the NIBP was applied to the patient and the isoflurane concentration was decreased, as the patient was indeed well anesthetized, having a much lower BP than the NIBP had indicated. The case proceeded without further difficulty. A thorough inspection of that particular NIBP monitor following the case revealed no problems with the calibration or operation of the device.
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In Reply—the authors’ unusual experience with the Accutorr 1A appears to exemplify a limitation of all oscillometric noninvasive blood pressure monitors (NIBPs) in that rhythmic external pulsations may cause erroneous readings. This is a function of how the oscillometric NIBP technique works. The monitor detects rhythmic pulsations during the bleed-down period and translates these into NIBP readings. If random signals are detected, the monitor will display a motion artifact or will recycle.

The Accutorr 1A (and 2A) NIBP monitors have the following status indicators:

Zero in mean blood pressure (BP) window: Excessive motion detected; monitor will recycle up to three times.

Illuminated motion artifact indicator: Noise detected in pulsations; NIBP reading may be erroneous.

Software in the later Accutorr 3/4 NIBP monitors has been further refined but is still subject to the same limitations.

Users with questions on the Accutorr monitors should call Datascope’s Technical Support Department at 1-800-288-2121 or 201-265-8800.
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